daughter like a flower in a tower. Then I went into the woods to get my wish and now I'm

We're unworthy. We're unhappy now, unhappy hence, As

ordinary. Lost my power and my flower. I'm unhappy now, unhappy hence, As

creac.

well as ever after. Had we used our common sense, Been
worthy of our discontents... To be happy and forever, You must
worthy of our discontents... To be happy and forever, You must

ALL OTHER WOMEN:

To be happy and forever, You must

Leggiero

mplain sempre staccato

see your wish come true. Don’t be careful, don’t be clever, When you

MEN:

Don’t be careful, don’t be clever, When you

see your wish, pursue. It’s a dangerous en-

poco cresc.
All

deavor, But the only thing to do--

fearful, though it's deep, though it's dark, And though you may lose the path, Though you may encounter

wolves, You mustn't stop, you mustn't swerve, You mustn't

fearful, though it's deep, though it's dark, And though you may lose the path, Though you may encounter